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The Research on Li Chuli’s theory of “Proletarian Literature” 
 
Abstract 
Since from 1976, the research on Revolutionary Literature has been made rich 
fruits. Li Chuli, as one representative of the later stage of Creation Society , the 
research of whom about the Revolutionary Literature is still a blind spot. In early 
1928, Li Chuli advocated the “Proletariat Literature”. What’s the difference between 
his concept of “Proletarian Literature” and the “Revolutionary Literature” 、
“Proletarian Literature” before 1928 ？Where is the keyword “Class Consciousness” 
from , which is contained in “Proletarian Literature”? How did the Li and other people 
understand it? Besides, whether there is a change in the 1930’? These issues are the 
paper going to study and resolve. 
On these issues, the paper is divided into four parts:  
The first chapter is mainly about the rise 、development and evolution of two 
concepts of “Revolutionary Literature” and “Proletarian Literature” before1928.Fei 
Juetian from Peking University is the first person who advocated the “Revolutionary 
Literature”. After him, The Literary Research Society、The early CPC party members、
The Creation Society and The WuWu Socity each put forward the “Revolutionary  
Literature” of different connotations. The concept of “Proletarian Literature” came 
into being by the concept of the Soviet Union. In china, the first explicitly stated is 
Mao Dun. Mao Dun、Guo Moruo and others also raised their own opinions about the 
two problems.  
The second chapter mainly analyzes the “Proletarian Literature” of Li Chuli, 
including the meaning 、subject matter 、writer problem、 form of the concept and 
why the “Proletarian Literature” existed. There are three differences between the 
concept of Li’s and those before 1928 , therefore, Li Chuli’s concept highlights the 
unique. 
The third chapter is the specialized analysis about the keyword “Class 
Consciousness” of the “Proletarian Literature”. It includes the origin of “Class 
Consciousness”、the connotation and sources of Li Chuli’s “Class Consciousness” and 
the different interpretations. Li Chuli’s “Class Consciousness” is the central part of his 















importance of the struggle in the awareness. 
The last chapter mainly analyzes two papers of Li Chuli , written by 1937.By 
which we can find the development of the Li Chuli’s theory in 1930’s.One assay is a 
summary of the movement of anti-almost. The other reviews and criticizes the culture 
movement of passed 10 years. From these two papers, we can find that Li Chuli’s 
theory in 1930 had changed. 
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